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From the airport: 

“SCHÖNEFELD”  
(approx. 45 min.) 
 
 
 
 
 
“TEGEL”  
(approx. 45 min.) 

 

From the airport’s S-Bahn station, take the S9 in the direction of Spandau. 
After 14 stops get off at Hackescher Markt. Walk in the direction of the 
rear of the train (left). At the bottom of the stairs turn left out of the station. 
Walk towards Butlers and turn left at the corner by the Sparkasse to enter 
Große Präsidentenstraße. Our office's entrance is the first doorway on the 
left. 
 
Take the airport bus TXL to the train station Hauptbahnhof. From there 
you can take any S-Bahn in the direction of Alexanderplatz/ Ostbahnhof. 
After two stops get off at Hackescher Markt. Walk in the direction of the 
front of the train (right). At the bottom of the stairs turn left out of the 
station. Walk towards Butlers and turn left at the corner by the Sparkasse 
to enter Große Präsidentenstraße. Our office's entrance is the first 
doorway on the left. 

 
By train: 
Coming from  
“OSTBAHNHOF”: 
 
 
 
 

Coming from  
“HAUPTBAHNHOF”: 
 

 
You can take any S-Bahn in the direction of Alexanderplatz/ 
Friedrichstraße/ Zoologischer Garten. After three stops get off at 
Hackescher Markt. Walk in the direction of the rear of the train (left). At the 
bottom of the stairs turn left out of the station. Walk towards Butlers and 
turn left at the corner by the Sparkasse to enter Große Präsidentenstraße. 
Our office's entrance is the first doorway on the left. 
 

You can take any S-Bahn in the direction of Alexanderplatz/ Ostbahnhof. 
After two stops get off at Hackescher Markt. Walk in the direction of the 
front of the train (right). At the bottom of the stairs turn left out of the station. 
Walk towards Butlers and turn left at the corner by the Sparkasse to enter 
Große Präsidentenstraße. Our office's entrance is the first doorway on the 
left. 

 


